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For most social movements scholars, one essential part of the definition of a social movement is the fact
that it occurs outside of institutionalized power structures—that its participants or those whose
interests it claims to represent must not have access to politics as usual, for if they did they would have
organized as an interest group and lobbied their way to change rather than choosing the rougher road
of activism. And scholars of movement impacts have argued that where political regimes are supportive
of activists’ claims, they are better served by choosing assimilative forms of activism rather than taking
to the streets (Amenta and Caren 2004). Scholars of campus activism have made just these same
arguments, focusing their attention on student activists as excluded from the core of campus decisionmaking and thus forced to turn to disruptive action as a way to give voice to and seek change regarding
their claims, and when we think about student activism, our minds still turn to the sit-ins and marches of
the 1960s (Bradley 2009; Foster and Long 1970; Smith 1970) and their more recent but equally
disruptive cousins (Soule 1997; Walker, Martin, and McCarthy 2008).
But perhaps an examination of campus activism can point to a different set of possibilities. After all, in
many cases students are not truly outsiders to their institutions. Indeed, many colleges and universities
provide formal opportunities for students to become involved in decision-making, whether through
student government or representation of students on faculty and administrative committees. At a
minimum, students can vote with their tuition and financial aid dollars, which gives them arguably a
stronger voice than many of the disenfranchised groups we typically associate with social movement
activism. Furthermore, students are not the only activists on campus. Though most scholars of campus
activism concentrate their attention on students, faculty (Bayer 1972; Hefferlin 1969) and staff also
participate. Though faculty and staff--particularly though without tenure or union-based job security
(Kirkpatrick and Robinson 2005; Riesman 1973; Tirelli 1996)—may face significant risks from their
participation in campus activism, and though the faculty role in academic governance is undoubtedly
diminished in recent years (Gumport 1997; Willis 2002), faculty and staff do remain insiders to their
colleges and universities. As Katzenstein argues, their financial accountability (paychecks), organizational
accountability (reporting structure), and in many cases discursive accountability (identification with the
campus) place them squarely in the insider camp (Katzenstein 1998). Despite the changes in academic
governance, at least some faculty at some institutions still maintain their primary decision-making role
over at least the academic aspects of the campus, and faculty senates or administrative committees
tend to preserve some role for faculty and staff in decision-making more broadly.
Let’s not get ahead of ourselves, though. Despite the fact that the students, faculty, and staff who
participate in campus activism can be seen in many ways as insiders, social movements on campus may
retain more of an outsider presence that one might at first suspect. These groups can instead be
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structurally marginalized (Grossman 2009), or positioned as insiders while being denied access to
decision-making processes, especially when they represent interests or identities that are disfavored by
the organization at large.
Scholars of organizational change from across many disciplines have argued that a sort of hybrid
position, an insider who still feels accountable to external constituencies or an outsider who has
somehow gained access to the means of organizational power, is most properly situated to be able to
create change (Arthur 2008b; Wilde 2004). These hybrids have variously been called “organizational
catalysts” (Carle 2007; Strum 2006), “mediators” (Moore 1999), the “outsider within” (Collins 1986;
Watson 2009), “inside agitators” (Eisenstein 1996), “institutional activists” (Santoro and McGuire 1997)
or “tempered radicals” (Meyerson and Scully 1995; Meyerson 2001). Why is this beneficial? Well, the
activist who truly becomes an insider may find that his or her activism is tamped down so much that it
actually disappears. Insiders face many demands to comply with the expectations of the organization
(Grant 1990) and may find themselves bought off or sold out to the point that they become, in Carle’s
words, “little more than institutional hacks” (Carle 2007:336). It is the ongoing connection to outside
communities that can enable activists to resist the temptations of cooptation (Meyerson and Tompkins
2007).
Sucheng Chan, in her first-person account of activism in and for Asian American studies (Chan 2005),
details her practices of “guerilla warfare” that look on the service like normal organizational practices
but upon further inspection become clear examples of challenge. For instance, she used strategic and
behind-the-scenes threats of disruptive action to compel support from campus administrators, a tactic I
also found evidence of in my own research on campus activism for curricular change (Arthur 2011).
Similarly, both Chan and the activists I studied used standard campus approval procedures, but in
abnormal ways, to manipulate outcomes towards her goals. Sometimes, these strategies might take the
form of “covert conflict” (Morrill, Zald, and Rao 2003); sometimes, they might for a time look like
lobbying and politics as usual. But the thing that is special about insider activists is that they maintain
the option to disrupt.
Yet disruptive action for campus activists may take on different characteristics than disruptive action in
the broader political sphere. For example, Katzenstein describes organization activism by feminist
activists:
I use the term protest despite the fact that the women whose activism I describe are far
from lawless, rarely use civil disobedience, and never resort to violence. Less
lawbreaking than norm-breaking, these feminists have challenged, discomfited, and
provoked, unleasing a wholesale disturbance of long-settled assumptions, rules, and
practices….When activism inside institutions turns into protest, it is almost never, in the
sense of escaping public notice, unobtrusive. When institutional routines are disrupted
and the norms of an organization contested, it is almost always because the public gaze
has been focused on these institutions and institutional elites feel exposed (Katzenstein
1998:7, 9).
What this means is that disruption is in the eye of the beholder. Indeed, in my own research I have
found a case in which a building occupation barely disrupted the day-to-day activities of a university
administration—and one in which a simple Take Back the Night march was experienced as a major
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disruption (Arthur 2011). And to a corporate target, even a run-of-the-mill protest can be a disruptive
tactic when it impacts the target’s ability to carry on its daily business (King and Pearce 2010). One of
the best examples of this sort of organizationally disruptive action took place when activists at the
University of Illinois Chicago sought a campus child-care center—and held what they called a “baby-in”
(Strobel 2000). Would we ordinarily consider the presence of a bunch of babies in an administrative
building a disruptive protest?
So, then, what works? After all, that is the question we are really interested in—how activists on campus
(or anywhere else) can manage to make the impacts they seek. This is, as always, a tricky question. Of
course, we could focus on the role of resources (Jenkins 1983) and on strong and resonant frames
(Benford and Snow 2000), but it is simple to argue that movements with resources and good discourse
are more effective—and in any case, the insider/outsider dichotomy is not quite as relevant to these
issues. The political mediation model (Amenta, Halfmann, and Young 1999) and other politically-focused
models (Kitschelt 1986; Kriesi 2004) focus instead on the match between strategy or tactics and some
aspect of the political environment. The political mediation model predicts that assimilative strategies
can work for activists who face favorable political conditions (and that assertive strategies may backfire
in such circumstances), while those who face less favorable conditions will be forced to use assertive
strategies in order to have an impact. Political models were developed to explain movements targeting
the state, not movements targeting organizations like universities, but still there is something worth
attending to here: perhaps movements of insiders face different political contexts than movements
consisting of outsiders and thus have different choices about tactical efficacy.
What if we turn our attention more specifically to research that considers the outcomes of movements
within colleges and universities? Fabio Rojas, in his study of the emergence of Black studies, finds that
what he calls nondisruptive protest (rallies and demonstrations) increases the likelihood of the adoption
of Black studies, while disruptive protest (sit-ins and vandalism, for example) do not have such an effect
(Rojas 2006; Rojas 2007). Indeed, his results show that one nondisruptive protest multiplies the odds of
program creation by thirteen. However, as I have argued elsewhere (Arthur 2008a), there are limitations
to Rojas’s conception of the nondisruptive protest. Indeed, his measures include only protests significant
enough to find their way into the national news, which he then categorizes by type of protest action into
his disruptive and nondisruptive categories. To Katzenstein, then, some of Rojas’s nondisruptive protests
might have really been quite disruptive. Imagine, for instance, a fairly calm and composed rally accusing
a campus of profiting off of slavery that happened to be staged on the day that prospective students
visit to check out the campus.
And others, including myself, who have looked at social movements in the academic sphere have found
that disruptive protest can indeed play an important role (Arthur 2011; Moore 1999; Walker, Martin,
and McCarthy 2008). In fact, I argue that for campus activists, more assertive strategies may be required
in those organizational contexts that are favorable to the movement. Why? Well, if the organizational
context is favorable to the movement and yet politics as usual has been unable to make a difference,
there must be some greater roadblock and assertive action is needed to surmount it. On the other hand,
where the organization context is not so favorable to the movement, highly assertive or disruptive
action might be going too far. Unlike in the democratic state considered by Amenta, where the
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disruptive (but law-abiding) activist typically faces little more threat than a night in jail or a dose of
pepper spray, the activist who goes too far on campus faces expulsion from their academic program or
the loss of their livelihood. Perhaps these sanctions are not as severe as those faced by activists who risk
their lives in the struggle for democracy in the Middle East, but they do feel severe to the activists who
face them. These risks change the calculus around assertive activism.
Yet despite the fact that assertive strategies may sometimes pay dividends for campus activists, they are
still better off if they are able to act as insiders. Indeed, in my research I found that any group of campus
activists that plausibly could position itself as a group of insiders did so. Even when activists began by
positioning themselves as outsiders, often for ideological reasons, they soon realized that their outsider
position was holding them back and transitioned to insider strategies. So how does this distinction work
in practice? The insider, as Katzenstein argues, is one who is accountable to the organization. This
means that in some cases activists actually had to work to increase their organizational accountability.
They did this primarily by discursive means, throwing their lot in with the campus community as a whole
and limiting the involvement of non-campus activists in their campaigns. Oddly, this means that despite
the claims discussed above that organizational insiders will be the most effective activists when they
maintain ties to communities outside of the organization, communities that can help them resist the
pressure of cooptation, some groups of insider activists must in fact minimize these ties in order to
maximize their claims of insider status.
Of course, even within a particular activist campaign, some activists are more plausibly able to position
themselves as insiders than others. On campus, faculty are often better able to claim insider status than
students due to faculty members’ financial accountability to the organization and their typically longerterm affiliation with it. Students are typically freer of organizational oversight—in some cases even
when they are using organizational funds as resources for their activism—and in any case have moved
on in four to six years, a short time span in the life course of a social movement (Linders 2004). Yet
faculty who participate in activism, particularly when they do not have job security, face much more
profound risks than do students. So what does this mean for social movement strategy on campus?
Well, perhaps it means that those movements that will be most able to have an impact are those that
have a balance of both faculty and student participants. I have not found a strong indication that any
particular balance, whether faculty activists who draw on student support as they work on issues related
to student interests, student activists who seek behind-the-scenes faculty sponsorship (Riesman 1973),
or a more equal balance of participation, is more or less likely to result in a movement’s desired impacts.
However, of the cases I have considered, those with the most enduring outcomes are those in which
both faculty and students participated.
Like all activists, campus activists need to think carefully about movement strategy. But there are several
additional questions that campus activists face that add complexity to their decisions. First of all,
campus activism takes place on a different sort of time scale than do other sorts of social movements.
On many campuses, the entire population of student activists turns over every four years or so, and
faculty and staff mobility is sometimes high as well. Where there is churn amongst administrative
personnel or where funding and other regimes change frequently, the organizational context itself may
be strikingly impermanent. Activists must remain attentive to the fluctuation in their environment and
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ready to adapt to new circumstances. Without these adaptations, campaigns—which can persist for
decades—may find their impacts and even their lifespans limited. At the same time, even given a more
consistent organizational context and set of personnel, campus activists face other decisions. The
complicated coalitions of students and faculty, and sometimes staff and non-campus activists as well,
can be difficult to maintain. As discussed above, the continued participation of activists from multiple
groups is important to the outcomes of campus activism, but these different groups may have different
and even contradictory interests. Similarly, activism is more able to have an impact when activists are
able to convincingly position themselves as insiders, but for those who do not begin their campaign as
insiders the push inside can be accompanied by other kinds of losses. Insiders are less able to make truly
radical demands on their organizations and face considerably more risk from participation in activism.
This discussion has additional implications for the state of social movement theory. Examining campus
activism highlights some of the limitations of definitions of social movements that insist that their
participants must be outsiders to politics as usual. There are other ways for individuals and groups to be
excluded from access to power, to be forced to use disruptive or non-institutionalized tactics to press
their change agenda, even when they are organizational insiders. Looking at the college or university
context, then, allows analysts a chance to reexamine our taken-for-granted perspectives on the very
nature of social movements themselves.
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